FYI from the UAC: Enrollment Appointments

It’s almost time to enroll for spring and winter mini-session courses! Every student has an enrollment appointment assigned to them based on their academic classification. Your enrollment appointment is visible on your myUH account under Enrollment>Enrollment Dates. You can start enrolling at the time of your appointment from any computer, and open enrollment runs through January 24. Students can enroll for both spring and winter mini-session courses; be sure to check the dates of courses when you’re enrolling! Students with priority enrollment will be able to enroll earlier, beginning on November 5. Please make time to see your advisor BEFORE your enrollment appointment so you’re ready to register as soon as you can! For questions on registration, please contact your advisor in the UAC.

Enrollment Appointments

- Seniors and Post-Baccs—Monday, 11/7
- Juniors—Tuesday, 11/8
- Sophomores—Wednesday, 11/9
- Freshmen—Thursday, 11/10

Meet Your Advisor: Vilinh Nguyen

Name: Vilinh Nguyen
Majors I Advise: Biology, Mathematics and Mathematical Biology
Educational Background: I received my Bachelors and Masters in Mathematics at UH. Coogs for LIFE!
Likes: My family, french fries, Britney Spears, big fat asymptotes, Okazaki fragments, for loops, dividing by zero, eliminating 100x100 matrices in my head, shading rejection regions, ANOVA tables, and locating alcohols on NMRs.
Dislikes: People who do not take responsibilities for their actions.
Favorite thing about UH: Hands down the diversity and school spirit amongst everyone! AND $1 Cone days!
You May Not Know: I cannot wink and my arms are double jointed. I am also a big mother function.
Accomplishment I'm most proud of: Being a proud full-fledged UH alum and being able to pass down what I learned and the mistakes I made to the students I advise. UH had me at hello.....it was love at first sine.